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The calendar used in Kerala Midhunam redirects here. For the film Malayalam watch Mitunam (film 1993). For the film Telugu, see Midhunam (2012 movie). The Mampalli Copper Plate (10th century AD) is the earliest record mentioned in the Collum era. Malayalam Calendar or Collam Era solar and side Hindu calendar used in Kerala. The origin of the
calendar is dated 825 AD. There are many theories about the origin of the epoch, but according to a recent scholarship, it perpetuated the founding of Collum after the liberation of the region (known as Venadu) from the rule of Pandya or with the help of King Chera in Kodongallura. The earliest entry to mention the Collum era is the Royal Order of the Year of
the Shree Wallava, Chief of the Venada, dated c. 973 AD (Kollam Era 149). The inscription uses the phrase Collum Tontry Anda. The Collum Era was originally a local epoch only in the port of Collama and, perhaps, throughout the leader of Vemanada. It later spread throughout Kerala and became known as the Era of Malayalam. Another era, called Collam
Aginta Anda, counted since 1097 AD, was for some time considered Pandyas. It is tentatively estimated that the kings of Pandya, under the sanction of their overlord Chol, captured the port of Kollam in 1097 AD History There are several contradictory accounts concerning the origins of the Malayalam calendar, some of which are mentioned below: The Era of
Collum is attributed to the legend of the hero Parashuram, the avatar (incarnation) of the god Vishnu. Sometimes it is divided into cycles of 1000 years, which are considered from 1176 BC thus, 825 AD would be the first year of the third millennium of the era. Parashurama, however, was a contemporary of Rama, whose date of birth is estimated in 5114 BC
(if not earlier). It is therefore unclear whether paracurama associated with the Collum era is the same as Parashuram Ramayana. The news of the physical disappearance of Sri Adi Shankaracharya in 820 AD in Kedarnath only came to Kerala a few years later. Kerala is believed to have started the Malayalam era, also called the Collum Era, in 825 AD in his
memory. However, there are various opinions that Sri Adi Shankaracharya was born in 509 BC and died in 477 BC. The origin of the Collum era was dated to 825 AD, when the great congress in Kollam was held on the eve of King Kulashekhara. Kollam was an important city at that time, and the Malayalam era was called Kollabarsham, possibly as a result of
tarisapalli. According to Hermann Gundert, Kollakarsham started as part of the construction of the new Shiva temple in Kollam and because of its strictly local and religious background, other regions did not follow the system at first. However, after the port of Kollam became an important trading centre, other countries also began to follow the new calendar
system. This theory also reinforces the statements of Ibn Battuta. It is believed that the era was started by the Syrian Christian saints Mar Sabor and Mar Protom, who settled in Korucheuni, Kollam, near the present Collum. It is also believed that the epoch began as part of the construction of the temple of Tirupalkadal Srikrishnaswami, the family temple of
Venada, located in Kijperura or Kil-Perura. Keezhperoor is a place located near Kilimanur, which is used as a set-top box along with the name of Venad and Travancore monarchs and is believed to be the mother house of Kulasekhara Alvar. Months of Malayalam months follows the Sanskrit Sauramas (sunny month) naming convention. Thus, Chingam is
named after the corresponding Sanskrit solar month, Simham and so on. This is not the case in the Tulu calendar, which follows the names of the lunar months. Below are the months of the astronomical calendar Malayalam: A comparative table showing the corresponding months of other calendars No. Months in the Malayalam era in Malayalam Sanskrit
sunny month Gregorian calendar Tulu calendar Tamil calendar Saka era sign of the zodiac 1. Chingam ചി ം Siṃha August-September Shina Aawaani zravana-Bhadrapada Leo 2. Canny ക ി Kanya September-October Nirnaala Puratatasi Bhadrapada-Ashwina Deva 3. Tulam ലാം Tula October-November Bontiel Aipasi Ashwin-Kartika Libra 4. Vrishchikam

ികം Vasik am November-December Jarde Kartigai Karthika-Mjargaira Scorpion 5. Dhanu ധ  Dhan December-January Peraarde Margaji Margaji Margagna-Paugna Sagittarius 6. Makaram മകരം Makara January-February Ponny Thai Pawna-Mega Capricorn 7. Kumbham ംഭം Kumbha Feb-Mart Maa'ai Maashi Maga-Falgun Aquarius 8. Minam മീനം Mena
March-April Saggy Panguni Falguna-Chaitra Fish 9. Mesham േമടം Menya April-May Pagu Chithirai Chaitra-Vaishaha Aries 10. Ehavam ഇടവം Wiabha Mai-June Besa Waikashi Waishaha-Jiaisha Taurus 11. Mithunam മി നം Mithuna June-July Kaarthel Aani Jiaisha-Aga Twins 12. Karkakakam കർ ടകം Karkataka July-August Aadi Aadi Oha-Srivanya Days of
Cancer Days of the week in the calendar Malayalam sufffixed Aazhcha (ആ ), which means a week. A comparison table showing the corresponding weekdays no. Malayalam മലയാളം Sanskrit English Cannada Tamil Hindi Hijra (Arabic) Punjabi 1. Njayar ഞായർ Bhanu Wasara Sunday Bhanuwar Nyayir (ஞா ) Raviwar al-Ashad Raviwara (ੜਿਰਰਾਹ) 2. Thinker
തി ൾ Soma Wasara Monday Somawara Thingal ( க ) Somwar al-Itnain Sowara (ਸੋਰਾਹਾ) 3. Chowva െചാ  Maṅgala Wasara Tuesday Chevwai (ெச வா ) Mangalwar al-thalāthāʾ Mangla Var (ਝੱਗਲਾ ਰਾਥ) 4. Budhan ധൻ Budha Vasara Wednesday Budhavara Budhan ( த ) Budhwar al-arbaʿā Budhvarʾ (ਬੁਦ੍ਝਰਾਹ) 5. Vyazham വ ാഴം Guru Vasar Thursday
Guruwara Vyajan ( யாழ ) Guruwar al-Khamis Gurawar (ਗੁਰੂ ਹਾਰ) 6. Velli െവ ി zukra vasara Friday Shukrawarra Valley (ெவ ) Sukrawar al-jumuʿah Ta Visevi (ਤਾਂ ਿਹਥਹਾਹ) 7. Shani ശനി zani wasara Saturday Shaniwar Shani (ச ) Shaniwar al-Sabt Saniwar (ਸਯੀਰਾਥ। ) As in the first months, there are twenty-seven stars, ranging from Aswati (Ashwini in
Sanskrit) to Devati. 365 days a year are divided into groups of fourteen days under the name of ഞാ േവല, each of which has the name of a star. The significant dates of Ishhu (വി ), celebrated on the 1st metham, and Onam (ഓണം), celebrated at the star of Tiruvonam (t̪iruʋoːɳəm) in the month of Chingam, are two major festivals. The first day of Chingam is
celebrated as kerala's New Year, replacing Visha (വി ), who was before when? The Makaravilakku Festival is celebrated at the Ayappa Temple in Sabarimala on the first day of Makaram. This marks the grand finale of the two-month pilgrimage to Sabarimala. The first Makaram marks the winter solstice (Uttarayanam) and the 1st Karkakakam marks the
summer solstice (Dakshinayanam) according to the Malayalam calendar. (According to the astronomical calendar, the summer solstice is June 21 and the winter solstice is December 21.) Chaitram 1 (usually coincides with March 20) or Metam 1 (mostly coinciding with April 14, 2019 it was April 15) as close to the date of the vernal equinox (March 21), mark
the beginning of the new year in many traditional Indian calendars such as the Indian National Calendar and the Tamil Calendar. When the Kerala government adopted Colla Varsham as a regional calendar, the 1st Chingam, the month of the Onam Festival, was adopted as Malayalam New Year's Eve instead. (quote is necessary) Derivative names Many
events in Kerala are associated with dates in the Malayalam calendar. Kerala's agricultural activities are focused on the seasons. The monsoon in the southwest, which begins around June 1, is known as Etavappathi, which means the middle of Etawama. The northeast monsoon, which starts in mid-October, is called Tulamarsham (rain per month tulam).
Two harvests of rice are called Kannikkoythu and Makarakkoythu (harvest in the months of canny and macara) respectively. See also the Bengali calendar of the Hindu calendar Manipuri Calendar Tamil Calendar Great Flood 99, in Kerala in 1924 AD, or 1099 ME Links Collum Era (PDF). Indian Journal of History of Science. Archive from the original (PDF)
dated May 27, 2015. Received on December 30, 2014. - Broughton Richmond (1956), Time and Calendar Design, p. 218 and R. Leela Devi (1986). The story of Kerala. Vidyarti Mitram Press and Book Warehouse. page 408. Noburu Karashmia, 2014. 89. a b c Narayanan, M.G.S. Perumāḷs kerala. Thrissur (Kerala): CosmoBooks, 2013. 74-76, 143. The
mystery of the Collamian calendar is a discussion. Chronology. Lord Ram was born in 5114 BC - Times of India. Kaladi: Triumph of faith over time. Dir Rajesh Krishnan, K. Anand and S. Tyagarajan. Sri Shankara Advaita Research Center, Sringeri, May 31, 2010. DVD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kaladi:
Triumph of Faith Over Time (Restoring the birthplace of Sri Adi Shankaracharya) - via YouTube. K.W. Sarma, Era Collama, Indian Journal of Science History, 31 (1), 1996, p. 93-100 - The Year of Birth of Adi Shankaracharya - 509 BC, 44 BC, 788 AD www.hindu-blog.com. A. Srehara Menon (2007) (1967). CHAPTER VIII IS THE ERA OF COLLAMA. Review
of Kerala's history. DC Books, Kottayam. 104-110. ISBN 81-264-1578-9. Received on August 7, 2013. Kollam - A short story. Statistics. kerala.gov.in archive from the original (Short Story) on November 21, 2007. Received on October 8, 2014. - Kerala Government Website Archive 2007-11-21 on Wayback Machine - In Travancore State Guide, Ch:XIII,
pages 49-50, Sri. T.K. Velu Pillay according to keralainfoservice External links Wikimedia Commons has media related to the calendar Malayalam. Free Calendar Malayalam for Android and iPhone without downloading the Hindu Panchangam calendar in the Calendar Malayalam Malayalam calendar with the Panchangam Panchang calendar with Titi,
Nakstrra, etc. Open Source Software Library for Malayalam calendar extracted from malayalam calendar 2018 pdf free download
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